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ABSTRACT
Computational power needs have grown dramatically in recent years. This is also the case in many language
processing tasks, due to very big quantities of documents that must be processed in a reasonable time frame.
This scenario has led to a paradigm change in the computing architectures and large-scale text processing
strategies used in the NLP field. In this paper we describe a series of experiments carried out in the context of
the NewsReader project with the goal of analyzing the scaling capabilities of the language processing pipeline
used in it. We explore the use of Storm in a new approach for scalable distributed language processing across
multiple machines and evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency for processing documents on a medium and large
scale. The experiments have shown that there is a big room for improvement regarding processing performance
when adopting parallel architectures, and that we might expect even better results with the use of large clusters
with many processing nodes.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays there is a continuous increase of computational power
needs due to overwhelming flows of textual data. This calls for a
paradigm change in computing architecture and large scale data
processing. For example, the main goal of the NewsReader1
project is to perform real-time event detection and to extract
from text what happened to whom, when and where, removing
duplication, complementing information, registering inconsis-
tencies and keeping track of the original sources. The project
foresees an estimating flow of 2 million news items per day and
the linguistic analysis of those documents needs to be done in a
reasonable time frame (one or few hours). The project faces thus
an important challenge regarding the scalability of the linguistic
processing of text documents.
The challenges NewsReader faces fall into a new class of the
so called “Big Data” tasks, requiring large scale and intensive
processing and which are able to scale efficiently to very big
volumes of data [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
MapReduce [10] is a programming model framework de-
signed to perform large scale computations and that is able to
scale to thousand of nodes in a fault-tolerant manner. However,
1http://www.newsreader-project.eu/
MapReduce follows a batch processing model, where compu-
tations start and end within a given time frame. Streaming
computing [11] represents an alternative programming model
for processing a continuous flow of data. Streaming computing
systems have to deal with a very high level of data throughput
although guaranteeing a low level of response latency. This
programming model assumes that data are presented to the
algorithm as one or more input streams which are processed
sequentially, and only once.
In this paper we describe a series of experiments performed
with the goal of analyzing the scaling capabilities of the News-
Reader NLP pipeline. We propose a new approach for scalable
distributed NL processing across multiple machines. We also
evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed ap-
proach when processing documents on a medium and large
scale.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes ex-
isting solutions for big data processing and presents the main
framework used to implement the NLP pipeline used in the
experiments. In section 3, we briefly describe the annotation
format used in our framework. Experiments and results are
described in sections 4 and 5. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn and further work is depicted.
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2. Using Big Data Techniques Towards
Scalable NLP
Processing large amounts of texts has become a major chal-
lenge in the NLP research area. As the biggest part of digital
information is present in the form of unstructured data such as
web pages or news articles, NLP tasks such as cross-document
coreference resolution, event detection or calculating textual
similarities often require processing millions of documents in a
timely manner [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7]. For instance, in [4] the authors
process a corpus comprising news articles published during the
last 20 years. [7] present a distributed framework for event de-
tection that is capable to effectively process thousand of twitter
posts every second. The research activities conducted within the
NewsReader project strongly rely on the automatic detection of
events, which are the core information units present in the news
and which support any decision making process that depends on
news articles. The research focuses on many challenging aspects
such as event detection and modelling, storage and reasoning
over events, etc.
Processing massive quantities of data requires designing
solutions that are able to run distributed programs across a large
cluster of machines. Besides, issues such as parallelization,
distribution of data, synchronization between nodes, load bal-
ancing and fault tolerance, etc. are of paramount importance. In
this section we briefly analyze some of the most widely used
frameworks for massive data processing.
Hadoop
Hadoop is a framework for storage and large-scale processing
of data sets on clusters of commodity hardware. It is an alterna-
tive, open-source, implementation of the MapReduce algorithm.
A specific file system called Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) is also part of the project. HDFS is derived from the
Google File System (GFS).
Hadoop programs are executed in clusters of computers that
are inter-connected by switches. Computers that are connected
by the same switch are located in the same rack.Two different
type of nodes are found in a Hadoop system: one single master
node and multiple worker nodes. As Figure 12 shows, each node
contains modules needed both by the MapReduce algorithm
and the HDFS. The master node consists of four components.
The JobTracker and NameNode control MapReduce and HDFS
related processes, respectively. The DataNode and TaskTracker
are responsible for storing data and executing MapReduce func-
tions, respectively. Each worker node works as both a DataNode
and a TaskTracker.
Different file systems have been used along with Hadoop,
but HDFS is the most common one, since it was developed
specifically for Hadoop.
Hadoop MapReduce
MapReduce was designed and implemented by Google. Hadoop
MapReduce is an open-source implementation which has been
2Taken from http://bit.ly/19gNBd9
Figure 1. A Hadoop cluster.
widely used during the last few years. This algorithm arose
from the need of the Google company to run straightforward
programs on very large input data sets. This led to designing
a solution which runs their programs distributed across a large
cluster of machines. The biggest part of the efforts focused on
issues such as parallelization, distribution of data, node synchro-
nization, load balancing and fault tolerance. Therefore, a new
library was designed, which would hide from the user all the
logic about the aforementioned issues, letting programmers con-
centrate their efforts on their application logic. One of the most
important characteristic of MapReduce is that it fits well with
batch processing systems, whereas it leads to serious problems
for realtime streaming processing systems.
The user of the aforementioned library needs to implement
two types of functions: map functions and reduce functions.
A map function takes a key/value pair and produces a set of
intermediate key/value pairs. Reduce functions receive all the
intermediate pairs grouped by the key value, and produce new
pairs as output. The final output is available in several output
files, one for each reducer task. The algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 2.3
For instance, consider the problem of counting the occur-
rences of each word in a document. Map functions would take
each line of the document as the value and the offset of the
beginning of the line as the key. Then, it would emit a new
intermediate pair for each word in the line, consisting of the
word itself and the number of occurrences in that line. Each
reducer would take all the occurrences of a word, and would
emit the sum of them.
The library is fault tolerant, i.e., it knows how to react when
a worker node or even the master node fails. The master pings
the workers periodically and, if a worker does not respond, it
is marked as failed. When a worker fails, all the map tasks
completed by the worker have to be re-executed, since their
output is stored in the local disk and is therefore inaccessible.
3Taken from [10]
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Figure 2. MapReduce execution overview.
All tasks in progress are also reset. The master node writes
checkpoints of its internal status periodically. When the master
node fails, it will be restarted from the last checkpoint.
The file system stores several copies (3 by default) of each
file-block across the cluster. To reduce bandwidth usage, the
master node attempts to assign each map task to a worker con-
taining one of the copies of the corresponding input data.
The user chooses the number of map and reduce tasks that
will be created. It is therefore important to take into account
what the granularity will be. As a general rule, it is better to have
many more map and reduce tasks than machines in the cluster.
This way it is easier to take advantage of the load balancing, and
it is easier to migrate tasks when a node fails.
The Hadoop Distributed File System
When Google first implemented MapReduce, the Google File
System (GFS) was used. Hadoop, instead, uses the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS), which is inspired by GFS. The
HDFS, besides offering persistence, improves availability and
data durability and helps returning to the desired status when
a node or a rack fails, resulting in overall better performance.
While the interface is similar to the UNIX file system, standards
were sacrificed in favor of applications’ performance.
The HDFS consists of two types of nodes and a client to
access the file system. The NameNode is the main node, similar
to the master node in MapReduce. This node stores the hierar-
chy of the directories and files in memory. Each file is split in
blocks (typically 128 MB), and each block is replicated three
times through the cluster. Replicated blocks are stored in dif-
ferent DataNodes. Besides, the NameNode keeps the mapping
between file blocks and the DataNodes containing the file blocks
in memory. Therefore, when the client needs to read a file, it
first has to ask the NameNode for the location of the DataNodes
containing the blocks of the file.
The DataNodes are the nodes where all the data blocks are
stored. To store a block, two physical files are needed, one
for data and another one for metadata. NameNodes have to
be subscribed to the NameNode. It is made by a handshake, a
process where the NameNode is prepared to settle in the file
system. The communication between nodes is made by sending
heartbeats. The NameNode responds to the heartbeats sending
instructions to the DataNodes. If the NameNode doesn’t receive
any heartbeat from a DataNode in a specific lapse of time, the
latter is marked as failed.
The applications access the file system using the HDFS
client. It supports operations for creating, reading and deleting
files as well as creating and deleting directories. The client
asks the NameNode for the locations of the DataNodes for each
read/write operation.
When a new block is written, the HDFS stores three replicas
of the same block. The replicas are stored in different machines
in different racks. This improves availability and recoverability
when a given node or even an entire rack fails. A balancer tool
is offered for the situations when the stored data is irregularly
distributed across the cluster, for instance because new machines
have been added after initializing the cluster.
2.1 Processing Data as Streams
The main characteristic of the batch processing model is that
of having a beginning and an end, i.e., processes on a batch
setting start and eventually finish their jobs. In a streaming
computing scenario [11], however, there exist no beginning
nor end in the processing. Instead, the programming model is
designed to process messages forever while maintaining high
levels of data throughput and a low level of response latency.
This programming model assumes that data is presented to the
algorithm as one or more input streams that are processed in
order, and only once.
S4: Distributed Stream Computing Platform
S4 is an open source, general-purpose, distributed, scalable
and partially fault-tolerant platform for developing distributed
programs for processing continuous streams of data [12]. This
engine was inspired by the MapReduce algorithm, but oriented
for streaming processing. An attempt to adapt Hadoop for an
application where large realtime streams of data were received
failed, and it was concluded that a library that would work for
both batch and stream processing was not viable. S4 offers
the flexibility to deploy new algorithms as needed in research
environments, while scalability and high availability requested
by production environments are taken into account.
The main units in the design of this system are the Processing
Elements (PEs). The PEs encapsulate the functionality of each
logical piece of processing. The only way of communication
between PEs is by sending messages, making the system derive
from a combination of MapReduce and the Actors model. A
high level of encapsulation and transparency is achieved by this
model, resulting in a high level of simplicity.
Processing Elements are defined by the following four fea-
tures: its functionality, the type of events it consumes, the keyed
attribute in those events and the value of the keyed attribute.
Each PE consumes all the events that fulfill the mentioned fea-
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Figure 3. Internal structure of a processing node in S4.
tures. Special PEs are available, with no key defined, which
consume all the events of the corresponding type. There are
several ready-to-use PEs available with different functionalities
(sort, join, filter...). Creating custom PEs is easy and simple.
Since stream computing processes do never end (unless the user
kills them), the PEs are created with a given amount of time
to live. After the specified period of time is expired, the PE is
eligible for removal.
The Processing Nodes (PNs) are the logical containers of
the PEs. As shown in Figure 3,4 these nodes make use of the
communication layer to listen to events and dispatch new events.
The communication layer is an abstraction layer that manages
the cluster and enables the PNs to communicate between them
being unaware of physical nodes. ZooKeeper [13] is used for
communication inside the cluster.
S4 lacks a cluster balancing system, making the system
unbalance over time.
Storm
Storm was created to satisfy the needs of a distributed and
scalable realtime computation framework. Previous existing
similar frameworks were batch computing oriented, and were
not suitable for stream oriented computing. The design goals
met by Storm are the following:
• Make the design friendly and easy to understand.
• Provide a simple Programming Interface for processing
data streams.
• Design a scalable cluster with high availability using com-
modity hardware.
4 Taken from [12]
• Minimize latency supporting local memory reads and
avoiding disk I/O bottlenecks.
Systems implemented with Storm are easily scalable by
adding new commodity hardware to the cluster. There is no
need to modify the algorithms. In the words of its creators
“Storm’s small set of primitives satisfy a stunning number of
use cases.”5. Whilst being similar to S4, one of the biggest
differences between them is that Storm guarantees that no data
will be lost. Compared to Hadoop, Storm is easier and simpler to
use. Other Storm features are failure tolerance and the possibility
of programming modules to be written in any programming
language.
The main abstraction structure of Storm is the topology. The
topology represents the logical graph of the application. Each
node of the graph is a processing component for a given task,
while the edges are the paths each data-tuple makes. Input data
come from one or more data streams represented each of them
as a sequence of tuples. Two types of processing components
can be found in a Storm topology: spouts and bolts. Spouts
are commonly the first component taking part in a topology.
A spout creates the stream, an unbounded sequence of tuples,
and sends them to the next component in the topology. The
other components are the bolts, which are the most common
processing components in topologies. They take input tuples
sent by spouts or other bolts, and emit new output tuples to the
next bolt.
When it comes to the issue of cluster management, Storm
uses a centralized model like Hadoop. There is a master node,
called Nimbus, and multiple worker nodes, known as Super-
visors. The Nimbus is responsible for creating Supervisor in-
stances through the cluster and assigning a task or a set of tasks
to each of them. It is also its job to monitor the cluster for
failures. Supervisors manage all the input and output events of
a worker node and start/stop task processes as necessary. Storm,
like S4, also uses ZooKeeper to manage communication inside
the cluster.
Three different types of entities are distinguished in Storm:
worker processes, executors and tasks. Worker processes are the
logical containers for components. Each worker is physically
a single JVM and contains part of the topology. An executor
is a thread spawned by the corresponding worker process. It
may run one or more tasks for a spout or bolt in the topology.
A task is an instance of a spout or a bolt. Each spout or bolt
can have several copies across the cluster. By default one single
task is executed per executor, though it is a user-configurable
value. Figure 46 shows the relation between worker processes,
executors and tasks.
A Storm topology processes data as it comes, as it is a
realtime computing framework. Therefore, there is no file sys-
tem nor any kind of persistence system offered along with the
framework. If persistence is needed by an application, external
5http://bit.ly/18TEteL, accessed in December 2014.
6Taken from http://bit.ly/19gO139
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Figure 4. A Storm worker process containing several executors
and tasks.
NoSQL databases like Cassandra or Mongo DB are common
solutions.
Use of Storm in the NewsReader Project
Within the NewsReader project we decided to use the Storm
framework for implementing the architecture. The reasons
which lead us to take this decision are the following:
• Storm follows a streaming programming paradigm instead
of a batch computing-oriented one. As NewsReader will
process documents continuously on a daily basis, this
requirement is a must.
• Storm integrates easily with “NoSQL” type of databases,
such as HBase and Cassandra.
• Storm supports a large number of programming languages,
unlike Hadoop or S4, which only support packages pro-
grammed in Java. Therefore, Storm offers more flexibility
to integrate a great variety of NLP components.
• Storm is a mature framework with a growing and vibrating
user community. For instance, while the S4 mailing list7
contains about 500 messages in total, the Storm mailing8
list has more than 5,000.
3. NAF, the NLP Annotation Format
The experiments described in this paper involve the integration
of many NLP tools into a common framework. One key issue
for the integration of diverse NLP modules is the definition
of a common annotation format, which guarantees the correct
interoperability among the tools. In this work we use the so-
called NLP Annotation Format (NAF) [14], which is designed
to be the standard format for exchanging information between
linguistic processing tools within the NewsReader project.
7http://mail-archives.apache.org/mod_mbox/
incubator-s4-user/
8https://groups.google.com/d/forum/storm-user
NAF follows the main principles of LAF as outlined in
[15]. Like LAF, NAF aims at maximum flexibility, processing
efficiency and reusability. It is a layered, extensible format into
where each tool incrementally adds its output while maintaining
all information that was present in its input. NAF has shown to
be suitable for a complex pipeline combining tools developed at
different sites in the NewsReader project.
Nowadays there exists a wide range of representation schemas
for annotating documents with linguistic information. Although
a detailed analysis including a comparison of those schemas
with NAF is clearly out of the scope of the present paper, let
us briefly depict the main reasons which led the NewsReader
project to adopt NAF for NLP annotation. On the one hand,
NAF allows combining the representations of multiple semantic
modules, including the relations between alternative analyses.
On the other hand, the complex tasks carried out in the project
require the definition of semantic layers for annotations such as
factuality statements for which no current standard implemen-
tation exists. Besides, NAF is specifically designed to work on
distributed environments where NLP modules produce annota-
tions on the same document in parallel.
NAF comprises several annotation layers over a text at dif-
ferent linguistic levels (morphosyntactic, syntactic, semantic).
The following general rules are met in all layers:
• <span> elements are used to define the range of linguis-
tic elements to which an annotation applies.
• Linguistic annotations of a particular level always span
elements of previous levels.
• Linguistic annotations of different levels are not mixed.
The “levels” in the general rules refer to different types
of linguistic information, which can be different groupings of
linguistic entities (e.g. tokens vs terms vs chunks), relations be-
tween linguistic entities (e.g. dependencies, semantic roles), or
information about a specific linguistic entity (e.g. disambiguated
word sense).
The most basic level in NAF is the text layer which assigns
identifiers to tokens in the text. The term element defines
basic terms (lexical units) which consist of one or more tokens
in the case of multiword expressions. Further layers (chunks,
entities, etc.) typically consist of one or more terms. span
elements are used to refer to specific elements in lower layers.
For instance, in NAF multiword expressions are described by a
single term element, which spans to the identifiers of the tokens
that compose the expression. NAF provides the following layers
to represent the output of common NLP tasks:
Annotation Layers
In this section, we show annotated examples from different NAF
layers for a single sentence:
Followers of Muqtada al-Sadr clashed with British
troops in the city of Amarah in battles late Monday
that killed 15 Iraqis and wounded eight, said a
coalition spokesman in the city, Wun Hornbyckle.
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<nafHeader>
<fileDesc creationtime="2004-04-06"/>
<public publicId="3938040573f3b401a3f9c66974fb4c4b"
uri="http://usatoday.com/news/..."/>
<linguisticProcessors layer="text">
<lp name="ixa-pipe-tok-en"
timestamp="2013-06-26 14:15:18"
version="1.0"/>
</linguisticProcessors>
<linguisticProcessors layer="terms">
<lp name="ixa-pipe-pos-en"
timestamp="2013-06-26 14:15:18"
version="1.0"/>
</linguisticProcessors>
...
</nafHeader>
Figure 5. Example: a fragment of the NAF header. The NAF
header includes metadata about the source document, such as
its creation time or URI. The header also includes information
about all the LP modules which underwent the input text to
produce the final NAF document.
<raw><![CDATA[Followers of Muqtada al-Sadr clashed...]]>
</raw>
<text>
<wf id="w1" sent="1" offset="0" length="9">Followers</wf>
<wf id="w2" sent="1" offset="10" length="2">of</wf>
<wf id="w3" sent="1" offset="13" length="7">Muqtada</wf>
<wf id="w4" sent="1" offset="21" length="7">al-Sadr</wf>
<wf id="w5" sent="1" offset="29" length="7">clashed</wf>
...
</wf>
</text>
Figure 6. Example: a fragment of the raw and text layers. The
raw layer includes the input text verbatim. In the text layer, each
token (enclosed in a wf element) has an identifier, an offset, a
page number, a sentence number and a paragraph number.
NAF provides the following layers to represent the output
of common NLP tasks:
The header contains metadata information about the input doc-
ument, such as its public ID, the URI, creation time, etc.
The header also records information about all the LP mod-
ules which were used to produce the NAF document.
The raw layer contains the input document verbatim. Because
the input text may contain many characters which are
invalid in XML, the raw layer is enclosed within a CDATA
section.
The text layer contains the tokens of the document. Optionally,
sentence, paragraph and page boundaries are indicated.
This layer – the text element in NAF – is the result of
sentence splitting and tokenization. Figure 6 shows how
the example sentence is annotated in the text layer.
The terms layer contains words and multi-words. It also in-
cludes meta-information such as part-of-speech, refer-
ences to other resources such as wordnet senses, whether
or not it is a named entity, compound elements (in case of
a compound), etc. Since (multi-)words consist of tokens,
<terms>
<term id="t1" lemma="follower" pos="N" morphofeat="NNS">
<span><target id="w1"/></span>
<externalReferences>
<externalRef resource="wn30g"
reference="eng-30-10099375-n"
confidence="0.525004"/>
<externalRef resource="wn30g"
reference="eng-30-10100124-n"
confidence="0.474996"/>
</externalReferences>
</term>
<!--of-->
<term id="t2" lemma="of" pos="P" morphofeat="IN">
<span><target id="w2"/></span>
</term>
<!--Muqtada-->
<term id="t3" lemma="Muqtada" pos="R" morphofeat="NNP">
<span><target id="w3"/></span>
</term>
<!--al-Sadr-->
<term id="t4" lemma="al-Sadr" pos="R" morphofeat="NNP">
<span><target id="w4"/></span>
</term>
<!--clashed-->
<term id="t5" lemma="clash" pos="V" morphofeat="VBD">
<span>
<target id="w5"/>
</span>
<externalReferences>
<externalRef resource="wn30g"
reference="eng-30-02667698-v"
confidence="0.338607"/>
<externalRef resource="wn30g"
reference="eng-30-01561143-v"
confidence="0.331206"/>
<externalRef resource="wn30g"
reference="eng-30-00805228-v"
confidence="0.330187"/>
</externalReferences>
</term>
...
</terms>
Figure 7. Example: a terms layer fragment. The span element
contains references to the tokens in the text layer which comprise
the (multi-)words. The (optional) externalReferences
element contains references to Wordnet senses and their corre-
sponding confidence values.
they refer to tokens in the text layer. Figure 7 shows two
examples of (multi-)words in the terms layer.
The chunks layer contains chunks of words, such as noun
phrases, prepositional phrases, etc. Since chunks con-
sist of words, they refer to words in the terms layer. Each
chunk has a head, which is also an item in the terms layer.
Figure 8 shows two examples of chunks in the chunks
layer.
The dependency layer contains dependency relations between
words. Since words participate in dependency relations,
they refer to words in the terms layer. Figure 8 shows
examples of dependency relations between words in the
example sentence.
The entity layer contains entity mentions. Entity mentions
have an entity type (person, organization, etc) and are
linked to an instance from an external resource such as
17
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<!-- Chunk layer -->
<chunks>
<!-- Followers of Muqtada al-Sadr -->
<chunk id="c1" head="t4" phrase="NP">
<span>
<target id="t1"/>
<target id="t2"/>
<target id="t3"/>
<target id="t4"/>
</span>
</chunk>
<...>
</chunks>
<!-- Dependency layer -->
<deps>
<!--nsubj(clashed-5, Followers-1)-->
<dep from="t5" to="t1" rfunc="nsubj"/>
<!--prep_with(clashed-5, troops-8)-->
<dep from="t1" to="t5" rfunc="root"/>
<!--amod(troops-8, British-7)-->
<dep from="t8" to="t7" rfunc="amod"/>
<...>
</deps>
Figure 8. Example: chunks and dependency layer fragment.
The span element in the chunk layer contains references to
items in the terms layer which comprise the chunk. Regarding
the dependency layers, the first dep element indicates that Fol-
lowers (the from attribute) is the subject (the rfunc attribute)
of the clash verb (the to attribute). Both the from and the to
attribute refer to the terms layer.
Wikipedia or DBpedia. Figure 9 shows examples of enti-
ties found in the example sentence.
The coreference layer contains clusters of term spans which
refer to the same entity. Figure 9 shows the coreference
clusters of the example sentence.
The semantic role layer. Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) is a
shallow semantic analysis which detects semantic argu-
ments associated with predicates. Figure 10 shows the
SRL layer for the example sentence.
The time expression layer identifies time expressions mentioned
on the text. Time expressions are annotated using a for-
mat which mimics the TimeML standard [16]. Figure
11 shows the temporal expressions extracted from the
example sentence.
The factuality layer encodes the veracity or factuality of events
as mentioned in the text. This information is useful for rec-
ognizing whether the events mentioned in the text actually
happened (factual events), did not happen (contrafactual
events), or there is some uncertainty about the event oc-
curring or not. Figure 11 shows the factuality values for
the example sentence.
The above layers form a chain of dependencies. The base
layer of every NAF file is the text layer. All other layers are
optional and are founded on the text layer, which makes it com-
pliant with LAF. NAF files with few layers are useful for further
<!-- Entity layer -->
<entities>
<entity id="e1" type="misc">
<references>
<!--British-->
<span><target id="t7"/></span>
</references>
<externalRef resource="wikipedia"
reference="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom"
confidence="0.541706"/>
</entity>
<entity id="e2" type="location">
<references>
<!--Amarah-->
<span><target id="t13"/></span>
</references>
<externalRef resource="wikipedia"
reference="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amarah"
confidence="0.541706"/>
</entity>
...
</entities>
<!-- Coreference layer -->
<coreferences>
<coref id="co1">
<!-- the city -->
<span><target id="t31"/><target id="t32"/></span>
<!-- Amarah -->
<span><target id="t34"/><target id="t13"/></span>
</coref>
</coreferences>
Figure 9. Example: entity and coreference layers. Named entity
mentions are identified and related to external resources such
as Wikipedia.
processing, or for applications which need only superficial an-
notation. Although the chunks layer and the dependency layer
can be added independently of each other, they are connected
by a shared dependency on the terms layer, which ensures that
they are both composed of the same elements.
4. Experimental Setting
In this section we describe the different settings established to
carry out the experiments. Scalable NLP processing requires
parallel processing of textual data. The parallelization can be
effectively performed at several levels, from deploying copies
of the same language processor among several servers up to the
reimplementation of the core algorithms of each module using
multi-threading (parallel computing). This last type of fine-
grained parallelization is clearly out of the scope of the present
work, as it is unreasonable to reimplement all the modules be-
longing to an NLP pipeline. We rather aim to process huge
amount of textual data by defining and implementing an archi-
tecture for NL processing which allows the parallel processing
of documents.
First of all, let us explain how we interpret Storm concepts,
such as spout and bolt nodes, and tuples, in the case of our
particular language processing scenario:
• The spout node is a process which reads a text document
and sends it to the first bolt of the topology.
18
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Figure 12. The Storm topology of our pipeline. It is composed of a spout, four bolts that perform the actual NL processing, and
a special bolt NafOut that writes the resulting NAF documents to XML files. The NLP bolts are wrapper programs that call the
corresponding external NLP modules to do their job.
• The bolt nodes are wrapper programs which receive input
tuples, call the actual NLP modules for processing, and
send the output tuples to the next stage in the topology.
• The tuples in our Storm topology comprise two elements,
a document identifier and the XML serialization of the
NAF document encoded as a string.
We created a small NLP pipeline comprising four modules:
a tokenizer (TOK), a part of speech tagger (POS), a Named
Entity Recognition and Classification module (NERC), and a
Word-Sense Disambiguation module (WSD). All these modules
are based on the IXA-pipeline processing framework [17].
Initially the four modules are executed following a pipeline
architecture, i.e., each module running sequentially one after the
other. This setting is the baseline system and the starting point
for our analysis.
On a second experiment, we implement a Storm topology
following again a pipeline approach. This setting is similar to
the baseline system but has a main advantage. When a module
finishes the processing, it passes the annotated document to the
next step, and starts processing the next document. Therefore,
in this setting there are as many documents processed in parallel
as stages in the pipeline. Since we have a pipeline comprising
4 modules, the pipeline is able to process 4 documents at the
same time.
On a final setting, we experiment creating many instances
of some selected bolt nodes, therefore allowing the parallel
execution of them. Figure 12 illustrates this final setting.
All the experiments were performed on a PC machine with
an Intel Core i5-3570 3.4GHz processor with 4 cores and 4GB
RAM, running on Linux.
5. Results
We experimented the NLP pipeline with 1,000 documents, each
one comprising an average of 1200 words and 50 sentences. We
performed experiments with a subset of 10 documents (16,208
words, 682 sentences), a subset of 100 documents (138,803
words, 5,416 sentences) and with the complete set of 1,000
documents (1,185,933 words, 48,746 sentences). Figure 13
shows the number of annotations obtained for each layer after
the processing.
Figure 14 shows the time elapsed in processing the docu-
ments. The first six rows correspond to the processing of 10
documents, the next six rows to the processing of 100 docu-
ments and the last six rows to the processing of 1000 documents.
As the figure shows, the baseline system runs at a performance
of about 100 words per second. The simple Storm topology
yields a performance gain of less than 13%, which is less than
expected. When analyzing the result, we realized that there is an
unbalance regarding the time spent by each module. The 96%
of the processing time is spent by the WSD module, which is by
far the module needing more time to complete its task. Although
the Storm topology can in principle multiply the performance
by a factor of four, in practice all the computing is concentrated
in one single node, which severely compromises the overall
performance gain.
With these points in mind, we experimented four alternatives
(dubbed Storm2, Storm4, Storm5, and Storm6), with respectively
2, 4, 5 and 6 instances of the WSD module running in parallel.
The results in Figure 14 show that running multiple instances
of WSD does increase the overall performance significantly.
The major gain is obtained with five instances of WSD, with
an increase of 63% in the overall performance. More WSD
instances do not help improving the results, which is expected
given the fact that the machine used for the experiments has 4
CPU cores.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper a new approach for scalable distributed language
processing across multiple machines using Storm has been pro-
posed. We have described and evaluated the efficiency of a
series of experiments carried out with the goal of analyzing the
scaling capabilities of the NewsReader NLP pipeline.
These initial experiments have shown that there is a big room
for improvement regarding language processing performance
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<!-- Entity layer -->
<srl>
<predicate id="pr1">
<!--clashed-->
<externalReferences>
<externalRef reference="clash.01"
resource="PropBank"/>
<externalRef reference="Hostile_encounter"
resource="FrameNet"/>
<externalRef reference="battle-36.4"
resource="VerbNet"/>
<externalRef reference="battle-36.4-1"
resource="VerbNet"/>
</externalReferences>
<span><target id="t5"/></span>
<role id="rl1" semRole="A0">
<!--Followers of Muqtada al-Sadr-->
<externalReferences>
<externalRef reference="battle-36.4#Agent"
resource="VerbNet"/>
</externalReferences>
<span>
<target head="yes" id="t1"/><target id="t2"/>
<target id="t3"/><target id="t4"/>
</span>
</role>
<role id="rl2" semRole="A1">
<!--with British troops-->
<externalReferences>
<externalRef reference="battle-36.4#Co-Agent"
resource="VerbNet"/>
</externalReferences>
<span><target head="yes" id="t6"/><target id="t7"/>
<target id="t8"/></span>
</role>
<role id="rl3" semRole="AM-LOC">
<!--in the city of Amarah-->
<span><target head="yes" id="t9"/><target id="t.mw10"/>
<target id="t12"/><target id="t13"/></span>
</role>
</predicate>
...
</srl>
Figure 10. Example of semantic rol labeling layer. The example
shows the information to one predicate, clash. The predicate is
linked to external event models, like clash.01 in PropBank or the
Hostile encounter frame of FrameNet. The example also shows
how the roles of the predicate are filled in the text.
when adopting parallel architectures such as Storm. With the use
of large clusters with many nodes, we might expect a significant
boost in the performance of overall NLP processing.
The experiments conducted in this paper are only an ap-
proach on the way to get a much more sophisticated distributed
environment for NLP. Our next objectives focus on experiment-
ing with a larger scale setup in three different aspects: running
the experiments in a multi-node cluster with high computing
capabilities, enhancing the general system architecture and de-
signing more sofisticated topologies and algorithms.
The hardware used for these experiments was useful only
for testing purposes. In the future we aim to have a cluster com-
posed of several nodes, an essential scenario to make the most
of the distributed architecture designed for the pipeline. This
will allow us to experiment with a much larger input document
set as well.
As we are developing a fully distributed and highly scalable
system, several architecture-related issues come out. One of
<!-- time layer -->
<timexs>
<!-- 1970 -->
<timex3 id="timex1" type="DATE"
value="1970">
<span><target id="c7"/></span>
</timex3>
<!-- 2003 -->
<timex3 id="timex2" type="DATE"
value="2003">
<span><target id="c9"/></span>
</timex3>
<!-- between 1970 and 2003 -->
<timex3 id="timex3" type="DURATION">
value="P33Y" beginPoint="timex1"
endPoint="timex2"
temporalFunction="true"/>
</timexs>
<!-- factuality layer -->
<factualitylayer>
<factvalue id="w19" prediction="CT+" confidence="0.92"/>
<factvalue id="w5" prediction="CT+" confidence="0.94"/>
<factvalue id="w26" prediction="CT+" confidence="0.84"/>
<factvalue id="w23" prediction="CT+" confidence="0.97"/>
</factualitylayer>
Figure 11. Example to time and factuality layers.
Layer 100 docs. 1,000 docs.
tokens 138,803 1,185,933
senses 42,519 390,948
entities 10,804 75,349
Figure 13. Number of annotations obtained for each layer.
them is the input method that will receive text documents and
send them to the pipeline. To accomplish that, we foresee
the need of a distributed message queue system as the input.
Another issue is the fact that too much data traffic is produced
between each NLP module, since a full NAF document with
all the layers’ annotations must be sent from each module for
every document to be processed. This could be avoided using
a distributed NoSQL database like MongoDB and retrieving
and storing only the annotation layers required and produced by
each module. We are already experimenting with this kind of
databases.
Similarly, we have in mind a couple of topology design
improvements to be delved in the future:
• Use of non linear topologies. The experiments described
here follow a pipeline approach, but in principle we could
also run them on non-linear topologies, where two mod-
ules are processing the same document at the same time.
Non-linear topologies require considering the following
aspects:
We need to clearly identify the pre- and post-requisites
of each module, thus deducting the indications as to
which modules must precede which and which mod-
ules can be run in parallel on the same document.
We need a special bolt which receives input from many
NLP module bolts (each one conveying different an-
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Total time words/s sent/s Gain
10 documents
pipeline 2m42s 99.8 4.2 -
Storm 2m25s 111.5 4.7 %10.4
Storm2 1m29s 182.9 7.7 %45.4
Storm4 1m32s 175.3 7.4 %43.0
Storm5 1m28s 182.5 7.7 %45.3
Storm6 1m22s 195.4 8.2 %49.0
100 documents
pipeline 21m16s 108.8 4.2 -
Storm 18m43s 123.5 4.8 %12.0
Storm2 10m48s 214.3 8.4 %49.3
Storm4 7m46s 297.6 11.6 %63.5
Storm5 7m44s 299.1 11.7 %63.7
Storm6 7m48s 296.1 11.6 %63.3
1,000 documents
pipeline 3h15m16s 101.2 4.2 -
Storm 2h50m21s 116.0 4.8 %12.8
Storm2 1h40m37 196.5 8.1 %48.5
Storm4 1h14m25s 265.6 10.9 %61.9
Storm5 1h10m45s 279.3 11.5 %63.8
Storm6 1h11m37s 276.0 11.3 %63.3
Figure 14. Performance of the NLP pipeline in different settings:
pipeline is the basic pipeline used as baseline; Storm is the
same pipeline executed as a Storm topology; Storm2 represents
a Storm pipeline with 2 instances of the WSD module (Storm4
has 4 instances, Storm5 5, and Storm6 6).
notations on the same document) and merges all this
information producing a single, unified document.
• Granularity-based splitting of documents. NLP modules
work at different levels of granularity. For instance, a POS
tagger works at sentence level, the WSD module works
at paragraph level, whereas a coreference module works
at document level. We want to experiment splitting the
input document into pieces of the required granularity, so
that the NLP modules can quickly analyze those pieces,
thus increasing the overall processing performance.
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